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1 Introduction 

The vacuum oscillation of neutral K mesons is well investigated at the 

present time [1]. This oscillation is the result of d, s quark mixings and 

is described by Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices (2]. The angle 

mixing () of neutral K mesons is () = 45° since K", K" masses are 

equal (see CPT theorem). Besides, since their masses are equal these 

oscillations are real ones, i.e. their transitions to each other go without 

suppression. The case of oscillations of two particles having the masses 

overlapping their widths was discussed in works [3]. Then we discussed 

1r +-+ K oscillations in work [4] in the framework of the standard weak 

interaction theory. 

This work is devoted to the study of 1r± ..., K ± oscillations in 

the model of dynamical analogy of the Cabibbo-Cobayashi-Maskawa 

matrices and d, s quark mixings (oscillations). 

At first, we will give the general elements of the model of dynamical 

analogy of the Cabibbo-Cobayashi-Maskawa matrices (5], then 1r..., K 

transitions (oscillations) are computed in the framework of this model. 

These transitions are virtual ones since masses of 1r and K mesons differ 

considerably. Then we will consider d, s quark mixings (oscillations). 

Let us pass to consideration elements of the model of dynamical 

analogy of Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices. 

2 Elements of the Model of Dynamical Analogy of 

the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices 

In the case of three families of quarks the current P has the following 

form: 

JP = (uct}LrPV (:) L (1) 
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( 
v.d v., Vub ) 

v = v.," v" V.;, , 
v,d v,, V.b 

where V is Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [2]. 

Mixings of the d, s, b quarks are not connected with the weak in
teraction (i.e., with W*,z• bosons exchanges). From equation (I) it 
i~ well seen that rnixings of the d, s, b quarks and exchange of W*, zo 
bosuns take place in an independent manner (i.e., if matrix V were 
diagonal, mixings of the d, s, b quarks would not have taken place). 

If the mechanism of this mixings is realized independently of the 
weak interaction (W*, zo boson exchange) with a probability deter
mined by the mixing angles 8,/3, '""f, ti (see below), then this violation 
could be found in the strong and electromagnetic interactions of the 
quarks as a clear violations of the isospin, strangeness and beauty. But, 
the available experimental results show that there is no clear violations 
of the number conservations in strong and electromagnetic interac
tions of the quarks. Then we must connect the non-conservation of the 
isospins, strangeness and beauty (or mixings of the d, s, b quarks) with 
some type of interaction mixings of the quarks. We can do it intro
ducing (together with the W*, zo bosuns) the heavier vector bosuns 
B±, C*, D*, E* which interact with the d, s, b quarks with violation of 
isospin, strangeness and beauty. 

We shall choose parametrization of matrix V in the form offered by 
Maiani [6] c 0 0 )( cp 0 spexp(-iti))( co ·'B 0) 

V = 0 c., •r 0 1 0 -se Co 0 , 
0 -s1 C., -Sp exp( ib) 0 Cp () () 1 

co= cos II, so= sinO, exp(iti) = costi + i sinh. (2) 

To the nondiagonal terms in (2), which are responsible for mixing of 
the d, s, 1>- quarks and CP-violation in the three matrices, we shall 
make correspond four doublets of vector bosuns B*, C±, D±, E± whose 
contributions are parametrized by four angles 0, {3, '""f, li . It is supposed 
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that the real part of &(spexp(iti)) = spcosb corresponds to the vec
tor boson c± , and the imaginary part of Im(spexp(ib)) = Spsinti 
corresponds to the vector boson E± (the couple constant of E is an 
imaginary value!). Then, when q2 << m~ , we get: 

2 2 
() ~ mw9B tan = _2_2_' 

mB9W 
2 2 

f3 
~ mw9c tan = _2_2_' 

mc9w 
2 2 

f'V mwYD tan'""! = _2_2_' 
mv9w 

2 2 
{j ~ mw9E tan = -2-2-. 

mEgW 

If 9B• ~ gc• ~ 9v• ~ 9E• ~ gw• , then 
m2 

tan6~ ~' 
mB 

2 

{3 ~ mw tan = - 2-, 
me 
m2 

t ~ w all'""f = -2-, 
mv 

2 
{j ~ mw tan = - 2-. 

mE 

(3) 

(4) 

Concerning the neutral vector bosuns B0 , C 0, D 0, E 0, the neutral 
scalar bosuns B'0 , C'0, D'0, E'0and the GIM mechanism [7) we can re
peat the same arguments which were given in the previous work [5]. 

The proposed Lagrangian for expansion of the weak interaction 
theory (without CP-violation) has the following form: 

L;nt = i :E g;( Ji,a A~ + C.C. ), (5) 

where Ji,a = i/J;,L'"(aT<p;,L, 

T = (~I ~ ), 
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i=l i=2 i=3 

,Pi,L = ( ~) L' ( ~) L' ( ~) L' 

i=l i=2 i=3 

V'i,L = (:) L' ( ~) L' (:) L. 

The weak interaction carriers A~, which are responsible for the 
weak transitions between different quark families are connected with 
the B, C, D bosons in the following manner: 

A~~ B!,A: ~ C!,A!-+ D!. (6) 

Using the data. from [5] and equation (4) we have obtained the 
following masses for B±, C±, D±, F;± bosons: 

mB• ~ 169.5+ 171.8 GeV, 

me• ~ 345.2 + 448.4 GeV, (7) 

mD• ~ 958.8+ 1794 GeV, 

mE±~ 4170+4230 GeV. 

3 The 1r 1!. K Meson Transitions (Oscillations) in 
the Theory of Dynamical Analogy of Kabibbo
Kobayashi-Maskawa Matrices 

The diagram for tr ..!!..... K transitions when one takes into account d, s 
quark mixings and W exchange has the form 
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.. 

u u 

B 

d ii 

It is dear that at d, s mixings the transition from the mass shell 
of 1r nwson does not take place , i.c. ]{ meson crPah'd from :rr meson 
rcrnains on the nm .. 'iS shell of 1r nu'son. 

Repeating the same calculations in [4] for 1r /!. !{ transitions for 
the probability W( ... ) of 1r.!!. !{transitions, one obtains the following 
expression: 

2 2 (~)' 2 
B 

Gf, (m,+md)m, 
W(7r ....,.[() ~ __ ....>..:':::"'"-''-------- = 

87r 

' 2 2 (!!.'J!::_)' ' _ ( Yiv ) f. "'" (m, + lll.t) m, 
- 4-/2m1v 81r · 

Then the time t of 1r .!!. [( transition is 

T(7r..!!..... K) = \ 
W(1r __, K) 

(8) 

(9) 

The relation between tlw time r(1r, 1r) of 1r ~l~'io 1r t-ransition and 

h t . ( '") f lJ }" . . • t e tme r 1r, d.. o :rr --+ ( tramn t.10n 1s 

r(1r.!!. K) _ 1 

( Wro•O ) = -( )'" 
T'lr --t 7r ~ 

(10) 

So, at the 1r +-+ !{ transitions, ii remains on th<• mass shell of J 
quark (i.e. K is on 1r mass shell) mHI th<·n !{ mesons transit back into 
1r mesons •md this process goes on t h<• backgrmmd of 1r <len;~·s. It is 
clt•ar that t.h('S(" oscillations ( tr.an!-iit.iow.;) a.n• virt.nal OllPS and ('an lH' 
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seen through K meson decays if virtual K mesons transit to their own 
mass shell. Since K mesons take part in the strong interactions, one 
can do it through their quasiinelastic strong interactions. This problem 
will be considered in the next work. 

Now we pass to computation of the probability of 1r +-+ K oscilla
tions. 

4 Probability of 1r....!!..... K (Virtual) Oscillations 

The mass matrix of 1r and K mesons has the form 

( 
m, 0 ) 
0· ffiK . (11} 

Due to the presence of strangeness violation in the weak interac
tions, a nondiagonal term appears in this matrix and then this mass 
matrix is transformed in the following nondiagonal matrix: 

( 
m, m,K), 
m~K mK 

which is diagonalized by turning through the angle f3 and 

2m,K 
tg2f3 =I I' mr-mK 

. 213 2m,K 
sm = r;===~F:=~== 

,j(m,- mK )2 + (2m,K }2 

(12} 

(13} 

It is interesting to remark that expression (13} can be obtained 
from the Breit-Wigner distribution [8] 

P ~ (r/2)2 

(E- E0)2 + (r /2)2 
(14} 

by using the following substitutions: 

E = ffiK, Eo= m., r;2 = 2m.K, (15} 

where r = W( ... ). 
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Here take place the two cases of 1r, K oscillations [4]: real and 
virtual oscillations. 

1. If we consider the real transition of 1r into K mesons then 

. 22"' ~ 4m;K ~ 0 
Stn "=( )2 =, mr-mK 

(16) 

i.e. the probability of the real transition of 1r mesons into K mesons 
through weak interaction is very small since m,K is very small. 

How can we understand this real1r--+ K transition? 

If 2m,K = ¥ is not zero, then it means that the mean mass of 1r 

meson is m, and this mass is distributed by sin22j3 (or by the Breit
Wigner formula) and the probability of the 1r --+ K transition differs 
from zero. So, this is a solution of the problem of origin of mixing angle 
in the theory of vacuum oscillation. 

In this case probability of 1r --+ K transition (oscillation) is de
scribed by the following expression: 

P( 1r --+ K, t) = sin22/3sin2 
[ 1rt ~:] , 

where p is momentum of 1r meson. 

2. If we consider the virtual transition of "'· into K meson then, 
since m.,.. = mx, 

tg2f3 = oo, 

i.e. /3 = 'lr/4, then 
sin22/3 = 1. (17) 

In this case probability of 1r --+ K transition (oscillation) is de
scribed by the following expression: 

P(7r--+K,t)=sin
2

[ "': ]· 
r(1r--+ K) 

Let us pass to consideration of the second case since it is of real 
interest. 

If at t = 0 we have the flow N( 1r, 0) of 1r mesons then at t -!- 0 this 
How will decrease since 1r mesons decay and then we have the following 
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flow N( 1r, t) of 1r mesons: 

where ro = rf,~. 

t 
N(1r,t} = exp(--)N(1r,O), 

To 
(18) 

One can express the time T( 1r <--+ K} through the time of To, then 

B m 2 1 
T(7r--> K) =To( " ) --4 . (19) 

m,+md (~) 

The expression for the flow N(1r--> K, t), i.e. probability of rr to K 

meson transitions at time t, has the form 

N(rr->K,t}=N(rr,t)sin2
[ rr; ]= 
T( rr --> K} 

- ( ) ( t) . 2 [7ft ( ~ t ] - N rr, 0 exp -:;:: sm ., ( __3c_)2 . 
0 0 mu+mJ 

(20) 

Since r( 7r --> K} > > To at t = T( 7r --> K} nearly all 1r mesons will 

decay, therefore to determine a more effective time (or distance) for 

observation of 1r -+ K transitions it is necessary to find the extremum 

of N(1r __, K, t), i.e. Eq. (20): 

dN(1r-+ K, t) = O. (21) 
dt 

From Eqs. (20) and (21) one obtains the following equation: 

27rtg21J - t [ t1C ( ~ f ] 
(-""'--)2 - g r, (-""'--)2 . (22} 

m,. +mJ 0 m... +md 

If one takes into account that the argument of the right part of (22) 

is a very small value, one can rewrite the right part of (22) in the form 

[ 

t1r (~ r] ~ t1rtg2(J 
tg __!!!L_ 2 = ~ 2" 

To(,n,.+m) To(m,.+m) 
(23) 
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Using (22) and (23) one obtains that the extremum of N( ... ) takes 
place at 

..!_ ~ 2 
To 

or t ~ 2ro. (24} 

And the extremal distance R for observation of 1r -+ K oscillations is 

R = tvr ~ 2rov1f, (25) 

and the equation for N(rr-+ K, 2To) has the following form: 

N(1r-+ K,2r~} = N(rr,O)exp(-2)sin2 [27r(~:2 ] ~ (26} 

~ N(rr,0}5.1 10-6 , 

where mu + ffiJ ~ 15 MeV, ( ~ f ~ 0.048. 

The kinematics of K meson creation processes is given in work (4]. 

The optimal distances for observation of " <-+ K oscillations can be 

computed using Eqs.(25) and (27} from (4]. 

Let us pass to discussion of d, s quarks mixings and oscillations. 

5 Mixings and oscillations of d and s quarks 

Let us consider mixings of d, s quarks by using nondiagonal mass matrix 

(without CP violation} 

( 
md md, ) , (2i) 
md11 m. 

where md, ma are masses of d, s quarks, mds is nondiagonal ma...~'i t.ern1. 

' 

Diagonalizing this matrix we get 

sin29 = 2'"*_ ------
..j(mt~-m. )2+-fm~, 

tg21J=~ 
1~-m .. l 

t1 = dcosiJ + ssiniJ 
s' = -dsiniJ + scosiJ. 
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Experimental value of 8iniJ = J0.048 [1]. 

Now for determination of md.< we can use equation (28). 

a) In the framework of the considered modd [5] th<' angle mixing IJ 

of d, s quarks is determined by the following <'<juation: 

2 2 
n ,.,_,. mwYu ,..... __ 2_n...:l-rJ:::." 

tanu = ~ =, 
m8gw I md- m, I (30) 

This mixing reminds p, w, </> mixings in the strong interaction theory [1] 
where the problem of divergencies does not arise at high eneq>;ies since 
at these energies works the chromodynamics but not the strong theory 
interactions. In our case W, B, C, D, F bosons <md quarks can consist 
of subpartides, then at high energies will interact these subpartides 
but not bosons and quarks. It is obvious that then in this theory the 
problem of divergencies also does not arise in full analogy with the 
strong interactions theory. 

b) In the framework of the standard theory using equation (28) we 

get 
mds ~ Bin9m~~o . (31) 

It is interesting to compute this angle mixing in the standard model 
in the framework of some consistent. supposition in analogy to K", k• 
or rr±, K ± mixings. To do it we suppose that d +-+ s transitions are 
generated through exchange of massive boson W 1 by the following di

agram: 

d s 

~~ 
VV' 

It is clear that this diagram is self-energy one, therefore for realiza
tion d ..... s transitions by using this diagram it is necessary to suppose 
that d and s quarks consist of three subquarks. Then instead of using 
of a concrete model we formally will use analogy with a quark model. 
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Let rl --> • transition he described hv the following diagram: 

d s 

w· 

then, formally, in analogy with th<' qnark modd (s<'<' Eq. (8)) we 
<'an g('t that 

lnd, :e 2\t'(rl--> .<) :e 

,;z :1 

(G )2! ,m,( lllfl· )4 ·. I :e F --- -- = m.~·"ndJ 
8rr mlr' 

(32) 

If wr- f'VC'Il take m.w• ~ w·H:' and f' lf ~ a fpw 

thP following rf'sult: 
Gf' Y Wf' COUH' to 

!'}. 1 
• I G )2! ,m, . ~ 

stniJ = ( F ~ << .<11dl :e v0.048 (33) 

So, we seP that the angle u1ixing .o;inO' oht.ain<'d in t.lw standard uwthod 
is very snutll value and n1uch lcsH thm1 .o;inO. 

Probability of d to s quark transition (oscillation) is <i<'S<Til><~l h~· 
the following expression: 

P(d--> .• , t) = .• ;,"211.;,2 r71"1 :~~; l· 
- 2pd 

where Pd is mom~ntum of d quark. 

6 Conclusion 

Th<' Pl<'ment.s of the model of dynmninu PXpansion of t hP t lwor~· of 
W<'a.k intcra('t.inu working on thC" tn'<' h•vPl. i.('. tlu• nHukl of dyumuical 
analogy of Cahihhn-Kohaya.."'hi- f\.la .. "'lmwa n1atrin•s. wm.; giv«'n. 
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In the framework of this model the probability (and time) of 1r- K 
transitions (oscillations) were computed. These transitions arc virtual 
ones since masses of 1r and K mesons differ considerably. These transi
tions (oscillations) can be registered through I\ decays after transitions 
of virtual K mesons to their own mass shell by using their quasiclastic 
strong interactions. But for avoiding the background from inelastic K 
mesons, the energies E, of 1r mesons must be less than the threshold 
~nergy of their creation. The optimal distances for observation of these 
oscillations were computed. 

Mixings (oscillations) of d, s quarks were considered. It was shown 
that mixing angle 9' computed in the framework of the standard 
method is much less than experimental mi.xing angle 9. 
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liewmes X.M. 
1t ~ K Me30H-nepexOll,hl ( OCUHJUUIUHH) B MO.LlCJUI .llHHaMHliecKoH 
aHaJJonm MaTjlHII Ka6H66o-Ko6aBWH·MacKaBhl 

E2-99-137 

,UaJOTC11 3JieMeHThl MO.lleJIH Jl}IHaMHI.fecKOro paCWHpeHIDI reopHH CJia6oro BJaHMO

,lleiiCTBIDI, pa6<)T3fOIUeii B .upeBeCHOM npu6nHXeHHH. T.e. MO,llenH .UHHaMHlfCCKOif aHa
nOIHH MaTpHU Ka6H66o·Ko6aBWH-MacKaBbl. 

B paMKax :noH. MOJleJIH npon3BOJlHTCH paciJeT oepoRTHOCTH (H BpeMeHH) 1t ~ K ne
pexo.uoo. 3-fu nepeXO.llLI iiBJUIIOTCH BHJYfYa.r:tbHblMH, TaK Ka.K MacChi 1':-- H K-MC30HOB 
cHJILHO pa3JIW.I310TCll. TaK.He nepexo.ubl MOXHO Ha6mouaTb qepe3 pacna,ru,J K-Me30HOB, 
ecnu qepe3 KBaJHynpyroe cHJILHoe B3aHMO.lleikTBHe nepeBeCTH 3TH BHpTyaJihHble K-Me-
30HLI Ha co6CTBCHH)10 MaCCOBYJO IIOBCpXHOCTh. 1iT06bl H36e.:«:aTb 4K>Ha OT Heynpyro 
pO.llHBIIIHXCH K-Me30HOB, 3Heprnu En tt-Me30HOB .uonxHLI 6b1Th MeHLWe nopora HX pox
.ueHrnl, T.e. £~ < 0,91 f'aB. IlO.UC\IHTLIBaiOTC51 OIITHMaJILHLJe paCCTOHHIDI ,ll.IUI Ha6mo.ue
HH51 3THX OCUH!lmi.LJ,Hit.. 

PaccMa1]HIB310TCll cMewusaHllil (ocurnuuiuuu) d-, s·KBapKoB. B paMKax CTaH.JJ.apr
HOro llO.llXO!la Bhi"IHc.neH yrOJT CMeWHBaHllil 61

, KOTOpblii OK33aJIC51 H3MHOfO MCHhliiC 
3KCnepHMCHTa.riLHOf0 yrna CMCWHBaHIDI R 

Pa6oTa BLmonHeHa B Jla6oparopuu ¢'H3HKH "''aCTHU. OH.SIH u Hayq:Ho-uccneJJ.osa
TeJlbCKOM HHCTHTyre npHK..la.JlHOH MaTeMaTHKH u aBTOMaTH33UHH KEHU, PAH, 
r. HarrL"''HK. 

Coo6WeHHe 06DeJJ,HHeHHOm HHCTHTyra ll.lrepHbiX HCCJ1ellOBaHHfi. lly6Ha, 1999 
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Analogy of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa Matrices 

lhe elements of the model of dynamical expansion of the theory of weak interac
tion working on the tree level, i.e. the theory of dynamical analogy of Cabib
bo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices, are given. 

In the framework of this model the probability (and time) of tt .(--) Ktransitions (os
cillations) are computed. These transitions are virtual ones since masses of 1t- and 
K-mesons differ considerably. These transitions (oscillations) can be registered through 
K decays after transitions of virtual K-mesons to their own mass shell by using their 
quasielastic strong interactions_ But for avoiding the background from inelastic 
K-mesons, the energies E~ of n-mesons must be less than the threshold energy of their 
creation. The optimal distances for observation of these oscillations are computed. 

Mixings (oscillations) of d. squarks are considered. It is shown that mixing angle e' 
computed in the framework of the standard method is much less than experimental 
mixing angle 0. 
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